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Abstract. We have defined an interdisciplinary program for training
a new generation of researchers who will be ready to leverage the use
of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based models and techniques even by non-
expert users. The final goal is to make AI self-explaining and thus con-
tribute to translating knowledge into products and services for economic
and social benefit, with the support of Explainable AI systems. More-
over, our focus is on the automatic generation of interactive explanations
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in natural language, the preferred modality among humans, with visual-
ization as a complementary modality.

Keywords: Explainable Artificial Intelligence · Trustworthiness ·
Multi-modal explanations · Argumentative conversational agents ·
Human-centered modeling · Human-machine persuasive interaction

1 Introduction

According to Polanyi’s paradox [25], humans know more than they can explain,
mainly due to the huge amount of implicit knowledge they unconsciously acquire
through culture, heritage, etc. The same applies to Artificial Intelligence (AI)-
based systems, which are increasingly learnt from data. However, as EU laws
also specify, humans have a right to explanation of decisions affecting them, no
matter who (or what AI-based system) makes such decisions [23].

In addition, it is worth noting that the European Commission identified AI as
the most strategic technology of the 21st century [10] and eXplainable AI (XAI
for short) has fast become a fruitful research area. In particular, CLAIRE1, a
Confederation of Laboratories for AI Research in Europe, emphasizes “the need
of building trustworthy AI that is beneficial to people through fairness, trans-
parency and explainability”. In addition, TAILOR2, one of four AI networks in
the H2020 program ICT-48 “Towards a vibrant European network of AI excel-
lence centres”, has the purpose of developing the scientific foundations for Trust-
worthy AI in Europe. Moreover, Explainable Human-centred AI is highlighted
as one of the five key research areas to consider and it is present in five out of
the eight pilot experiments to be developed in the H2020 AI4EU project3 that
is funded by call ICT-26 2018.

However, even though XAI systems are likely to make their impact felt in
the near future, there is a lack of experts to develop fundamentals of XAI,
i.e., researchers ready to develop and to maintain the new generation of AI-
based systems that are expected to surround us soon. This is mainly due to
the inherently multidisciplinary character of this field of research, with XAI
researchers and practitioners coming from very heterogeneous fields. Moreover,
it is hard to find XAI experts with a holistic view as well as sufficient breadth
and depth in all related topics. Therefore, the H2020-MSCA-ITN project “Inter-
active Natural Language Technology for Explainable Artificial Intelligence”
(NL4XAI4) is developing an outstanding training program, deployed across sci-
entific lead institutions and industry partners, with the aim of training 11 cre-
ative, entrepreneurial and innovative Early-Stage Researchers (ESRs) who are
learning how to develop trustworthy self-explanatory XAI systems. NL4XAI is

1 https://claire-ai.org/.
2 https://liu.se/en/research/tailor.
3 https://www.ai4eu.eu/.
4 https://nl4xai.eu/.

https://claire-ai.org/
https://liu.se/en/research/tailor
https://www.ai4eu.eu/
https://nl4xai.eu/
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the first European training network with a focus on Natural Language (NL)
and XAI. In the NL4XAI program, ESRs are trained in the fundamentals of
AI, along with Computational Linguistics, Argumentation and Human-Machine
Interaction Technologies for the generation of interactive explanations in NL as
a complement to visualization tools.

In this position paper, we describe how the NL4XAI project contributes
to strengthening European innovation capacity in the XAI research area. The
rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the research
objectives in the NL4XAI project. Section 3 sketches the training program for
ESRs. Finally, Sect. 4 provides readers with final remarks.

2 Research Challenges for Early-Stage Researchers

The NL4XAI training program covers four main research objectives:

– Designing and developing human-centred XAI models. This objec-
tive is addressed by four ESRs who face the challenges of (1) explaining cur-
rent AI algorithms (paying special attention to the explanation of decision
trees and fuzzy rule-based systems [2–5], logical formulas [20], counterfactual
facts [32,33], knowledge representation and reasoning, temporal and causal
relations in Bayesian networks [18,24,29], and black-box machine learning
algorithms [15,19] such as deep neural networks [17]); and (2) generating
new self-explanatory AI algorithms. Explanations in NL, adapted to user
background and preferences, will be communicated mainly through multi-
modal (e.g., graphical and textual modalities) via interactive interfaces to be
designed as a result of achieving the next three objectives.

– Enhancing NL Technologies for XAI. This objective refers to the need to
go deeper with the generation of explanations in NL, as humans naturally do.
Two ESRs focus on the study of NL technologies, regarding both NL process-
ing (NLP) and NL generation (NLG) [16,22]; but paying special attention to
the grounding of symbolic representations in multi-modal information, and to
text production and verbalization in both data-driven/neural and knowledge-
based systems [11]. Such systems can be end-to-end or modular [12,21], in
the latter case incorporating well-understood NLG sub-tasks such as content
determination, lexicalization, linguistic realization, etc. A promising format
for NL explanations is in the form of a narrative or story, which is known to
aid human comprehension [13,36].

– Exploiting Argumentation Technology for XAI. This objective deals
with analyzing advantages and drawbacks of current argumentation tech-
nology in the context of XAI [6,26,30]. Two ESRs address the challenge of
how to organize naturally the discourse history in either narrative/story or
dialogue, in terms of standard and customized argumentation schemes [35];
with the focus on designing argumentation-based multi-agent recommender
systems [34] that are expected to be self-explainable, non-biased and trust-
worthy [7].
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– Developing Interactive Interfaces for XAI. This objective refers to the
communication layer between XAI systems and humans [1]. Three ESRs
research multi-modal interfaces [31] (i.e., with the goal to generate explana-
tions based on textual and non-verbal information such as graphics/diagrams,
but also gestures by embodied conversational agents) associated to virtual
assistants in different application domains (e.g., e-Health); with an emphasis
on how to convey non-biased, effective and persuasive explanations through
verbal and non-verbal interaction between XAI systems and humans [28].

3 Training Program

Each ESR has a principal supervisor in his/her host institution, a secondary
supervisor in another institution of the NL4XAI consortium, and a secondment
supervisor (inter-sectoral secondments, i.e., from academic to non-academic part-
ners and vice versa). We have defined the following 11 cutting-edge research
projects to be executed in three years: (1) explaining black-box models in terms
of grey-box twin models; (2) from grey-box models to explainable models; (3)
explaining Bayesian Networks; (4) explaining logical formulas; (5) multi-modal
semantic grounding and model transparency; (6) explainable models for text
production; (7) argumentation-based multi-agent recommender system; (8) cus-
tomized interactive argumentation schemes for XAI; (9) personalized explana-
tions by virtual characters; (10) interactions to mitigate human biases; and (11)
explaining contracts and documentation of assets for companies.

Each single project is developed by an ESR with the guidance of his/her
supervisors. Nevertheless, all ESRs contribute to create the framework depicted
in Fig. 1, where ESRs are grouped in agreement with their research challenges.
They all share a common open source software repository and collaborate in solv-
ing practical use cases posed by the companies involved in the project, regarding
varied applications domains such as e-Health, education or telecommunications.
Moreover, ESRs will do significant experimental work with human participants
to inform and evaluate their algorithms. Accordingly, they will follow the Ethics
guidelines for Trustworthy AI issued by the High-Level Expert Group on AI set
up by the European Commission [8,9]. This will lead to generalizable method-
ologies and guidelines for generating and evaluating explanations.

The work developed by each ESR will end up with the publication of a
PhD dissertation. Expected results are publications in top journals and confer-
ences, but also additional resources such as open source software. Accordingly,
each ESR has a personal career development plan with three main goals: (1) to
develop the knowledge and skills required for performing high-quality doctoral
research; (2) to develop transferable skills to enhance their personal effectiveness,
leadership, management skills, research support, career and personal develop-
ment, technology transfer and entrepreneurship, ethics and languages; and (3)
to acquire ample insights in generating language and interactive solutions for
XAI. To fulfil these training goals, the NL4XAI project includes a variety of
network-wide training courses, motivating interactions at multiple levels (local,
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Fig. 1. NL4XAI framework for generating interactive explanations.

network-global) and at different depths (basics-general, specialisation-specific).
All in all, we promote that ESRs collaborate actively during training activities
and secondments (regarding both online and in person events).

4 Final Remarks

With the aim of generating narrative explanations in NL, we have identified the
following major challenges [27] that will be jointly addressed by all ESRs:

– Evaluation: Develop “cheap but reliable” ways of estimating scrutability,
trust, etc. Fair universal evaluation metrics and protocols supported by statis-
tics for XAI are missing. Correlation among data-driven metrics and both
intrinsic and extrinsic human evaluation needs to be studied.

– Data Quality: Develop techniques to let users know how results are influ-
enced by data issues. Research on data bias is particularly encouraged.

– Explanation effectiveness: Develop models that make explicit how the
effectiveness of an explanation depends on such factors as: the domain, the
user, the context, the degree of interactivity, the level of precision and detail of
the explanation, as well as on many concrete presentational choices involving
the form and content of the explanation.

Finally, we note that ESRs will pay attention not only to technical but also
to ethical and legal issues due to the worldwide social impact of XAI [8,9]. For
example, Floridi et al. [14] defined an ethical framework for AI in which the con-
cept of “explicability” captures the need for transparency and for accountabil-
ity with reference to both “intelligibility” and “explainability”. The interested
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reader is referred to the NL4XAI website for further insights on the development
of this challenging project where the interplay between XAI and NL technologies
leverages European innovation capacity.

Acknowledgment. The NL4XAI project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Sk�lodowska-
Curie Grant Agreement No. 860621.
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